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About This Content

Family isn’t who you’re born with, it’s who you die for!

Building a criminal empire takes muscle and firepower. As the new boss in town, your new family is showing their loyalty with
territory Kick-Back gifts to help you take down your enemies and own the city.

The new mob of New Bordeaux is giving Lincoln Clay this collection of rides and weapons.

Vito Scaletta, “The Throwback,” offers his classic tools of the trade, the Trench 1938 Submachine Gun in the trunk of his
Smith Moray MX100.
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Cassandra, “The Voodoo Queen,” provides her own mystical brand of lethal equipment, a finely-tuned Lassiter Leopard with
a Camo Sniper in the back seat.

Thomas Burke, “The Anarchist,” understands that ‘if it’ll stop a gator, it’ll stop a man,” and that’s why he keeps his Gator
Shotgun under the seat of his Berkley Stallion.
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Title: Mafia III - Family Kick Back Pack
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Hangar 13
Publisher:
2K
Franchise:
Mafia
Release Date: 22 Nov, 2016
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel I5-2500K, AMD FX-8120

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: 2GB of Video Memory & NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660, AMD Radeon HD7870

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compliant Sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Czech,Russian,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean
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What?
My pre-order exclusive is no longer "exclusive?"

Who the hell cares.

I got it for free for pre-ordering. That's a pretty good deal.

Anyone complaining about 2K releasing this for $5 is just entitled.
This isn't even a multiplayer game.
Why moan about letting people who didn't pre-order enjoy this stuff too?. pretty much just getting early unlocks on weapons
and some average cars which gets stomped on by the sport car you can unlock mid game and then wont need these anymore.
not worth preorder, and definately not worth paying for.. EXCLUSIVE* PRE ORDER BONUS

*Exclusive until a month later when we release it for $5. These cars and guns are so obscure, bland, and generic I didn't even
notice that I had them installed. Save your money. I'm only giving this a thumbs up because I like the game itself and don't
want to add to the negative reviews.. yeah some people complain about the 5\u20ac for 3 cars you know. but you need to
remember the amazing work achieved on the base game. frankly the cars are cool, and IMO 5\u20ac if you keep in mind as i
said the amazing core game it's not a steal, definitely not. it is a good pack if you have the extra money. This pack is pointless
and stupid. 3 cars and 1 of tthem might be the fastest car in the game but the visual of the car is just not great. you can
simply get a much more better car once you finished one of the Irish guy.

Guns. you need no all guns in this game. complete some side-quests and you'll get free guns from your underbosses.
. "Pre order exclusive" Yeah a month exclusive.... Good cars and guns. I understand it isn't preorder exclusive anymore, but...
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what about the people who didn't preorder the game?
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Update: With the update out (Update 1.5 where you can customize cars, and compete in races) I can now recommend this pack.

I got this as a pre-order bonus, but I'm not mad that they are selling it to people who didn't get a chance to buy it. It has good
items, but it is not perfect.

1. Guns
The gun in this pack aren't very special. They are just retextured guns from the game. There is really no different (except for the
Trench 1938 Submachine Gun which has the 50 round drum magazine compared to the ingame Trench 1938 which only has a
30 round straight magazine)

2. Cars
The cars have very cool customization. These cars can also be used in races, which helps to give you diversity on what car you
might want to use.. I got this pack free with a pre-order. Still a hot piece of burning
dog\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Nothing say more. Great DLC.. Let me say off the bat that if you are getting this
for the guns it's a waste. Really you get this for the cars, which end up being some of tne fastest in the game when fully
upgraded. They are also particlularly useful for getting all the platinum awards in the races in the game, so if you are interested
in getting all the upgrade parts i would reccomend that. It should be said that these vehicles were obviously just ripped from the
game to be added as a pre-order bonus, as you see ads for the Leopard in the Playboy magaizines in game, so if you are against
the industry's over-charging of things you keep that in mind. Overall though if you just treat this as a car pack though or if you
just like cars and want more this is fine.. I think this pack is kinda ok, we get three new cars, and three guns.
But what are we going to use the guns on.. When your done with the game. There is nothing you can do,
No more enemies to find. and if you find some, your lucky.

You can go around killing cops, but for some reason, i'm not satisfied going around killing cops.... At first when I saw these
'family kick-back pack (pre-order bonus cars (and guns)), in the game, I couldn't help thinking how crap and incomplete the
game would be without these particular cars!

So, why are they 'extra' cars? - Here's another thing; - I've seen no planes, no helicopters, no trains, no motorcycles, no cyclists,
no ambulances, just police cars and hursts carrying coffins!
  - But, that's about right, since you cannot surrender to the poice, a traffic stop is a death sentance!

They 'R*' could have done much more with this game, what a waste of potential. I'd have rather have waited till the game was
finished. You cannot tell me - that's it, game complete.. Ther are loads of things missing that should have been in the game.
. Not bad for $5 and if you can get it on sale even better!. I dont understand why people dont enjoy this little DLC. it was a great
Pre-order bonus imo. Several pretty cool guns (even if they aren't unique except for visuals and some behaviors) and 3 free cars
that can be used via your delivery service. Maybe im biased because i think 60's era Mustangs are the best things since sliced
bread...
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